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Abstract This paper concerns the modelling of Internet packet traffic. In previous work we showed that a Bartlett–Lewis point process, as a model of packet arrivals on backbone links, enjoys strong physical backing and can predict key features. It is based on the surprising empirical observation that flows can often be considered independent for the purpose of modelling packet arrival times. We extend this work in two ways by using a unique dataset obtained from an experiment where all the packets crossing a backbone router are captured. First, this enables an examination of the validity of the fundamental assumptions underlying the model across several links, covering a large range of bandwidths and utilization levels. Second, we extend the model from links to a network node, by examining the merging and splitting properties of the (sub)streams through the router, and mapping these to the merging and splitting properties of the model. We show how the model can, in most cases, capture the observed multiplexing and demultiplexing behaviour of the router, opening up the possibility of its use for understanding traffic flows in networks. We show that failures in the model cannot be accounted for simply through considering utilisation levels, and explain how they can in fact be used as a detector of upstream bottlenecks and traffic shaping. © 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. Keywords: Traffic modelling ; Empirical validation ; Router measurements ; Splitting and merging ; Semi-experiments; Cluster processes
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1. Introduction A common problem in the field of Internet traffic modelling is the lack of model validation with empirical data. Instead, results describing the queueing behaviour of the model often matter more than checking that it has appropriate empirical backing. Furthermore, when models are validated, it is often with a handful of short packet traces, say up to an hour long. Beyond the need for adequate validation, there is also the fact that while most traffic models describe the flow of bytes or packets along a link, what is needed for broader networking performance issues is a network level traffic model capable of handling the splitting and merging of traffic streams in network nodes. The Poisson process is one such model, however it is very restrictive as it cannot include burstiness of any form, and of course fails completely to describe long-range dependence [1]. This paper builds on results first presented in [2] that showed that for the purpose of modelling the overall arrival process of IP packets, IP flows can be treated as statistically independent entities whose arrival times follow a Poisson process. These findings led to the adoption of a new class of model for IP packet arrivals, known as a Bartlett–Lewis point process (BLPP) [3]. We showed that the BLPP is a physical traffic model, that is its components relate directly to the traffic features which have the greatest impact, as opposed to ‘black box’ models where parameters may have physical interpretations, but not necessarily any true physical meaning. The first aim of this paper is to show that the underlying assumptions of our model are verified over a large range of link speeds and link utilizations, thereby complementing the preliminary findings obtained on lightly loaded links in [2,3]. We base our results on a unique experimental setup where all packets crossing a router are captured. This large dataset of over 1 billion packets is one or two orders of magnitude larger than in most previous studies. Moreover, this particular router gives us a chance to measure moderately loaded links, in contrast to commonly available traces that record traffic on highly over-provisioned backbone links. Our second aim is to extend the validation of our traffic model from a single link to a node, the essential building block of a network model. We show how the BLPP model possesses convenient splitting and merging properties at the flow level. We then observe the matrix of substreams linking the input and output interfaces of the router. We examine them individually and also how they combine to form the aggregate streams at the interfaces, and show how a natural extension of the BLPP model is adequate to capture them. The paper is organised as follows. We first present the data and the required analysis tools in Section 2. In Section 3, we detail previous empirical work and its consequences in terms of traffic modelling. In Section 4, we validate the empirical assumptions of the BLPP on the input and output data, and then examine the deeper question of the splitting and merging of substreams through a router. We explain how the methodology can be of use even when the model fails, as a means of detecting flow dependencies, for example due to upstream bottlenecks. This provides insight into the broader question of when and how flow dependencies appear. We conclude in Section 5. 2. The data and data processing 2.1. Full router monitoring We use data collected in August 2003 from a fully instrumented access router inside the Sprint IP backbone network, a schematic of which appears in Fig. 1. The router comprises six interfaces: two at
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Fig. 1. Router diagram illustrating the multiplexing of input streams contributing to the output link C2-out.



OC-48 speed connecting to two backbone routers (BB1 and BB2) inside the Sprint network, and four destined to customers (C1, C2, C3 and C4) at OC-3 and OC-12 speeds. We used 12 DAG cards [4] to simultaneously capture the first 44 bytes of every packet seen on each linecard, together with a GPS synchronised timestamp, over a period of 13 h. A thorough description of the experimental setup and a study of the data collected to model packet delays can be found in [5]. In this paper we focus on a two hour time window during which the traffic on most interfaces is acceptably stationary, as measured informally by comparing first and second order statistics, and wavelet energy plots, over adjacent subsets of the data. The details of the traces collected at each interface over this period are given in Table 1. A wide range of link utilizations are present: backbone links are utilized less than 4% as measured over the 2 h period, while on customer links it ranges from 2% on C1-out to 51% on C2-out (the link C3-in has virtually no traffic and is a special case). In fact over 13 h of monitoring, the utilization on link C2-out rose as high as 75%, however the load on other links was not stationary over this longer interval. We make two observations on the above. First, the contributions of the two incoming backbone links are roughly similar. This is likely the result of the Equal Cost Multi-Path [6] policy deployed in the network whereby packets may follow more than one path to the same destination. Second, although the Table 1 Details of traces collected over a 2 h period: trace name, number of packets, number of flows, average bandwidth Trace



# Packets



# Flows



Band width (Mbps)



ρ (%)



C1-in C1-out C2-in C2-out C3-in C3-out C4-in C4-out BB1-in BB1-out BB2-in BB2-out



21363721 17384671 216140434 108637851 0 52998594 49801794 67797464 119808388 120286864 126566855 166385423



1845783 2643529 27320806 7857864 0 3945802 3655830 6848361 9502484 15742387 11761474 16874143



16.2 3.2 71.7 79.7 0.0 57.6 39.5 20.4 81.2 53.6 78.9 73.7



10 2 46 51 0 37 6 3 3 2 3 3
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Table 2 Router ‘matrix’ showing the packet streams through the router C1-in C1-out C2-out C3-out C4-out BB1-out BB2-out



C2-in



C3-in



  



  



C4-in



BB1-in



BB2-in



  



   



   



 



Empty boxes mean that there is no traffic flowing between the specified input and output linecards.



utilizations above are not necessarily representative of all edge routers, they do allow the interesting insight that customer links can have much higher utilization than backbone links. This is because customers pay for the actual link capacity (155 Mbps for an OC-3 link for instance), and therefore try to load it to ensure return on investment. On the other hand, a backbone operator may be tempted to keep utilization low to improve quality of service and prevent any breach of service level agreements in case of link failure. 2.2. Data processing 2.2.1. Packet matching Once the data is collected, one has to identify, across all traces, the records corresponding to the same packet appearing at different interfaces at different times. This allows packets to be tracked through the router and can be used for instance to determine the time they took to cross it, as was done in [5]. Here we use this procedure to decompose each input packet trace into groups of packets, or substreams, flowing from a given input to a given output linecard where they exit the router. Similarly, an output trace is decomposed into substreams corresponding to the different contributing input line cards. We monitored virtually all the packets coming in and out of the router,1 successfully matching more than 99.6%. Note that 100% is impossible since the router itself is the source and destination of a small number of packets, representing roughly 0.01% of all those recorded. Table 2 shows the logical paths followed by packets inside the router. For instance, the multiplexing shown by the grey arrows in Fig. 1 appears as the second line in the table: packets exiting link C2-out originate from input links C1-in, C4-in, BB1-in and BB2-in. Traffic coming from the backbone links is destined to the four client links, and does not loop back into the backbone (this would be a sign of a rather inefficient routing policy). There is no traffic on link C3-in. Details of the substreams present between router linecards are given in Table 3. 2.2.2. Flow decomposition Another important data processing task concerns the flow decomposition of traces. An IP flow is generally defined in the research community as a set of packets with the same five-tuple {IP protocol; source address; destination address; source port; destination port}, and with a fixed maxi1



For technical reasons, a small control link could not be monitored.
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Table 3 Details of each substream obtained with the packet matching procedure: name, number of packets, number of flows, average bandwidth, component of utilization relative to output link Substream



# Packets



# Flows



Band width (Mbps)



ρ (of out link) (%)



C1-in to C2-out C1-in to BB1-out C1-in to BB2-out C2-in to C4-out C2-in to BB1-out C2-in to BB2-out C4-in to C1-out C4-in to C2-out C4-in to C3-out C4-in to BB1-out C4-in to BB2-out BB1-in to C1-out BB1-in to C2-out BB1-in to C3-out BB1-in to C4-out BB2-in to C1-out BB2-in to C2-out BB2-in to C3-out BB2-in to C4-out



12445 9664976 11669672 300495 87430709 127968526 29419 39039 98359 22955506 26577591 9634095 50210170 28653178 31184234 7709435 58258428 24224258 36207136



1052 853932 988326 35445 13294988 13814708 2308 4768 7087 1573749 2056484 1414227 3403399 1966237 2705399 1226433 4423855 1969708 4107360



0.004 7.0 9.2 0.05 28.6 43.0 0.003 0.02 0.09 17.9 21.5 1.88 36.6 32.4 11.0 1.27 43.1 25.2 9.3



0.003 0.28 0.37 0.008 1.2 1.7 0.002 0.013 0.058 0.72 0.87 1.2 23.6 20.9 1.8 0.92 27.8 16.3 1.5



mum inter-packet time T0 . We adopt this definition here, and following the convention from our previous work (originally inspired by [7]), use T0 = 64 s. In previous work we found that larger values of T0 produce essentially the same results. In this paper we are interested in modelling the packet arrival process X(t). By decomposing the data into flows, we get a better understanding of X(t) as it can then be viewed as a superposition of underlying flows, a structural decomposition which is not arbitrary, but meaningful in the network context. We denote the point process of flow arrivals by Y (t), and will report in Section 3 on its influence on the statistical properties of X. 2.2.3. Wavelet analysis Wavelets have become a tool of choice in the analysis of traffic data because they are well suited to studying scale invariant properties. Thus, they are capable of ‘dealing’ with the known long-range dependent (LRD) properties of packet counts (and other time series), whose difficult statistical properties can cause many other statistical tools to perform poorly both in the measurement of scaling parameters such as the Hurst exponent, and more generally, for example in terms of robustness to non-stationarity. However, the properties of wavelets which make it effective for LRD are also useful for other reasons. In particular, their ability to decorrelate data means that they provide a means of isolating and examining behaviour (be it LRD or not) separately at different time scales. Thus, they are an invaluable investigative tool to help see ‘what is happening’ in a time series at different scales. We use them in this sense in this paper. LRD is observed, but is not a focus of the work. A thorough description of wavelet transforms can be found in [8], and see [9] for theoretical and practical details of their use in the spirit of this article. We use our own analysis code, available at [10].
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Fig. 2. Semi-experiments [A-Pois] (thin no symbols) and [A-Pois; P-Uni] (solid line with symbols) compared to original wavelet spectra (thick grey lines): (a) Auckland IV trace (ρ = 0.0032), (b) link C3-out (ρ = 0.37) and (c) link C2-out (ρ = 0.51).



Performing the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) of a process X consists in computing coefficients that compare, by means of inner products, X against a family of functions, that is dX (j, k) = X, ψj,k .



(1)



The wavelets ψj,k (t) = 2−j/2 ψ(2−j t − k) derive from an elementary function ψ, called the mother wavelet, dilated by a scale factor a = 2j and translated by 2j k. They are required to have excellent localization properties jointly in time and frequency. A key practical advantage of the DWT is the fact that the coefficients can be computed from a fast recursive algorithm with computational complexity O(n). Let X(t) be a continuous time stationary process with power spectral density X (ν). It can be shown that the variance (note that the means of wavelet coefficients are identically zero) of its wavelet coefficients satisfies: E|dX (j, k)| = 2







ΓX (ν)2j |Ψ (2j ν)|2 dν,



(2)



where Ψ (ν) denotes the Fourier transform of ψ. In fact, Eq. (2) can be viewed as defining a kind of wavelet energy spectrum, analogous to a Fourier spectrum, but much better suited to the study of longrange dependent processes. We will also use the term wavelet spectrum to refer to Eq. (2). To estimate the wavelet spectrum from data, the time averages: S2 (j) =



1  |dX (j, k)|2 , nj k



(3)



where nj is the number of dX (j, k) available at octave j (scale a = 2j ), perform very well, because of the short range dependence in the wavelet domain. A plot of the logarithm of these estimates against j we call the logscale diagram (LD): LD :



log2 S2 (j) versus log2 a = j.



(4)



The thick grey curve in Fig. 2 represents the LD of the measured packet arrival process. The vertical lines mark 95% confidence intervals on the estimation of E|dX (j, k)|2 . The horizontal axis is calibrated both in scale a (top edge of plot, in seconds), and octave j = log2 a.
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It is important to note the following three facts about the wavelet spectrum: • the spectrum of a Poisson process of intensity λ is flat: E|dX (j, k)|2 = λ, • for a simple point process (one whose points are isolated), in the limit j → −∞ of small scales,



E|dX (j, k)|2 → λ, where λ is the average arrival intensity and • if the LD of a process X is L(j), then that of a superposition of N i.i.d. copies is simply log2 (N) + L(j): the (log) spectrum simply moves up.



Combining the first two, we learn that when comparing the LDs of different traces, in the limit of small scales they will asymptote to values which depends on their average arrival intensities.



3. Semi-experiments and the cluster model In this section we introduce the philosophy and practice of semi-experiments. We then review the model of the packet arrival process X(t) introduced in [3]. Finally we consider the question of extending this link model to a node model. 3.1. The semi-experimental method The term semi-experiments was coined in [2] to describe a methodology of virtual experimentation which enables, based on a single data set, the exploration of ‘what if’ scenarios aiming to determine the causes of statistical properties of the data. It is a systematic extension of the idea of block-wise shufﬂing introduced in [11] to explore the presence of LRD in time series of byte counts. Typically, a semi-experiment involves replacing a single specific aspect of the real data with a simple, neutral model substitute. One then compares the statistics before and after, drawing conclusions on the role played by the structure removed by the ‘manipulation’. The metric we use as the basis of comparison is the wavelet spectrum, via the logscale diagrams defined above. Although this is a second order characterisation only, it is comprehensive in that all time scales are examined, and as mentioned above, it is reliable in practice as it offers a view which is quasi-independent across scales. If the semi-experiment has changed the process significantly, this will typically make its presence felt at second order over some scales at least. In [2,3,12] this method was used to explore the role of the flow arrival process Y (t) in the structure of the packet arrival process X(t). A long list of manipulations were performed, modifying aspects such as the flow arrival process, the internal dynamics of flows, and the number of packets per flow. For space reasons, we restrict ourselves here to two of the most important, and illustrate them with results from an Auckland IV data set [13] used in [3]. The thick grey line in Fig. 2(a) shows the LD of the data. The constant slope (relative to confidence intervals) above scales of 2 s corresponds to LRD. The first semi-experiment employs a manipulation of Y: • [A-Pois]: Re-position flow Arrival times according to a Poisson process with the same rate and randomly



permute the flow order. Flows are translated to their new starting points without having their internal packet structure altered.
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For the Auckland trace of Fig. 2(a) the [A-Pois] manipulation completely erases the original flow arrival process Y and removes inter-flow dependencies. Despite this radical removal of structure, the resulting LD is barely distinguishable from the original. It follows that not only can Y can be taken as Poisson, but also that flows can be treated as independent, eliminating the need to consider session level structure to explain or model X. Note that this does not contradict as such the presence of closed loop effects such as TCP flow control. It simply means that we have observed that the dependencies due to any such feedback may be ignored, for the purpose of describing and understanding the aggregate statistics of X(t). The second semi-experiment manipulates the structure of packets within flows: • [A-Pois; P-Uni]: In addition to [A-Pois], within each flow separately, Packet arrival times are



Uniformly distributed between the original arrivals of the first and last packet of the flow. Flow durations and packet counts are preserved. Looking at Fig. 2(a), at small scales this manipulation flattens the spectrum to its small scale Poisson limit (recall the properties discussed in Section 2.2.3). Compared with [A-Pois], the removal of in-flow burstiness has reduced energy (variance) over small scales without significantly affecting large scale behaviour. This indicates that the energy in the data above a neutral Poisson model, at small scales, is due to the burstiness within flows, and again not to dependencies between flows or details of flow arrivals, and also that in-flow burstiness is not the cause of LRD. 3.2. A cluster model of packet arrivals Based on the semi-experiments just described and a number of others which reinforced and extended the conclusions above, in [3] we proposed a Bartlett–Lewis point processes (BLPP) as a model for X(t). A BLPP is a Poisson cluster process [14], that is it consists of a Poisson process defining the locations of ‘seeds’, about which independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) clusters of points are placed. Let the arrival times {tF (i)} of flows (the seeds) follow a Poisson process of rate λF . The packet arrival process can be written as X(t) =







Gi (t − tF (i)),



(5)



i



where Gi (t) represents the arrival process of packets within flow i. In the particular case of the BLPP, a cluster is a finite renewal process consisting of a random number P ≥ 1 of points (including the seed) with inter-arrival time variable A. Gi (t) then reads Gi (t) =



P(i)  j=1







δ t −



j−1 







A(i, l) ,



(6)



l=1



where A(i, l) denotes the lth inter-arrival for flow i (the inner sum is zero if j = 1) and P(i) is the number of packets in flow i. In [3] a choice of gamma distributed inter-arrivals A, with mean µ and shape parameter c > 1, was found to account in a simple way for the observations made on in-flow burstiness. A heavy tailed (infinite variance) choice of P accounts for the long-range dependence. In the above definition flows are not only i.i.d. but also similar to each other, for example the parameter µ is a constant over all flows, whereas in reality the average rates of TCP connections can vary significantly.
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In this sense the BLPP can be viewed as a single-class traffic model representative of aggregate flow statistics. However, this may not be a good idealisation when very different kinds of traffic are mixed, motivating the following multi-class BLPP model (note that technically, it is not a BLPP, but this is a convenient label). We assume that flows come in one of N classes indexed by c. A given flow is in class c with probability  qc , where c qc = 1. Flows within class c are of BLPP type with inter-arrival variable Ac with mean µc , and with Pc packets per flow. In this picture flows are still i.i.d., but flow  characteristics have an extra level of randomness: µ for example is now a random variable (with Eµ = c qc µc ) while P becomes a doubly stochastic random variable. 3.3. Splitting and merging of a model Most traffic models are developed and used at the link level. In order for them to be tractable enough for use in a broader network context, they need to satisfy closure properties with respect to the multiplexing and demultiplexing operations imposed by their nature as well as by network devices. In the literature on queueing networks, this is has only really been achieved in the context of Poisson traffic models, thanks to the following two properties: • Merging of Poisson streams: The superposition of N independent Poisson processes with intensities λi 



is a Poisson process with intensity λ =



i



λi .



• Splitting of Poisson streams: If each point of a Poisson process with intensity λ is sorted independently



into one of N groups with probabilities pi , i = 1, 2, . . . , N, then the new processes are mutually independent Poisson processes with intensities λi = pi λ.



We now consider the splitting and merging properties of a BLPP. These operations are defined on a flow by flow basis since all packets in a flow typically follow the same path through a router. In other words, by random flow splitting of a BLPP we mean performing a random splitting of its flow arrival process Y, and then allowing all packets in a selected flow to follow their seed packet to the chosen substream. By merging we simply mean as usual a superposition of all points from the component processes. Because the BLPP model is built on a Poisson skeleton of flow arrival times, the following properties follow simply from those given above: • Merging of single-class BLPP streams: The superposition of N independent BLPP processes with flow 



intensities λi and the same parameters A and P is a BLPP process with flow intensity λ = i λi and parameters A and P. • Splitting of a single-class BLPP stream: If a BLPP process with flow intensity λ and parameters A and P is randomly split into N groups with probabilities {pi }, then the new processes are mutually independent BLPP processes with flow intensities λi = pi λ and parameters A and P. The multi-class results are essentially the same for splitting, since random splitting does not alter the class mix, but more complex for merging as the class mix in general will change:
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• Merging of multi-class BLPP streams: The superposition of N independent BLPP processes with flow



intensities λi and parameters Ac and Pc with class mixes {qc,i } is a BLPP process with flow intensity   λ = i λi and parameters Ac and Pc with class mix probabilities qc = i λi qc,i /λ. • Splitting of a multi-class BLPP stream: If a multi-class BLPP process with flow intensity λ, parameters Ac and Pc and class mix given by {qc } is randomly split into N groups with probabilities {pi }, then the new processes are mutually independent BLPP processes with intensities λi = pi λ and parameters Ac and Pc , each with the original class mix {qc }. Note that the distribution of the ensemble random variable A can readily be obtained, as its generating function is a weighted sum of the generating functions of the components Ac , with weights qc . A similar observation holds for P. It follows that BLPPs can be split and merged, forming the basis of a tractable and physically meaningful traffic model for an entire node, and a calculus for applying this recursively exists, allowing a further extension to networks.



4. Results We now present the results of the semi-experiments for the traffic captured on the fully instrumented router. We are not concerned with details such as a full fitting of parameter values to the cluster model of [3]. Instead, we want to check if the global picture provided by the underlying semi-experiments remains true here. In particular, we wish to see to what extent flows can still be treated as independent even at higher loads, and whether it holds sufficiently well to support the splitting and merging picture described above to model packet substreams through a router. To that end, we focus on these two key semi-experiments [A-Pois] and [A-Pois; P-Uni]. In Section 4.1 we consider the traces detailed in Table 1 and show that our previous empirical findings hold reasonably well. In Section 4.2, we study the splitting and merging of traffic with the substreams detailed in Table 3. We point out that the series of semi-experiments below, despite being based on data from a single router, is to our knowledge one of the most thorough traffic model validations in the literature. We are unaware of any other substantial effort to verify if a link model can be extended to a node in this way. It is an intensive computer task that involves the individual manipulation of more than 1.5 billion packets contained in thirty 2-h long traces. This represents at least 100 times more data than many other traffic modelling studies where one or two relatively short traces are used. 4.1. Individual links The results of the modelling work in [3], of which Fig. 2(a) is an example, were for lightly loaded links obtained from [13] and [15]. Intuitively, the flow independence assumption is most likely to fail under high utilisation. According to Table 1, at ρ = 0.37, C3-out has one of the highest utilisations available here. Despite that, Fig. 2(b) tells a very similar story to that of the much lower bandwidth (note the lower values on the vertical axis) and more lightly loaded example of Fig. 2(a). Even for the most loaded link, C2-out with ρ = 0.37 shown in Fig. 2(c), the error in supposing flows to be independent is clearly small, and as before, the energy at small scale above the asymptotic Poisson base line is clearly determined mainly by in-flow burstiness.
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Fig. 3. Semi-experiments [A-Pois] and [A-Pois; P-Uni] on all traces and substreams organised as in Table 2. The column corresponding to C3-in is not shown since there is no traffic on that linecard. The axes labels, suppressed for clarity, are the same as those in Fig. 2.



The results for the other router interfaces are given in the top row and first column of the matrix of Fig. 3. Although the effect of [A-Pois] is not always as dramatically small as in Fig. 2(b) or even (c), in no case does the imposition (via [A-Pois]) of independent flows result in a large change at any scale, and in no case is a key feature of the spectrum lost as a result of the manipulation. The central independent flow property of the model therefore remains empirically well justified over these 11 new links, covering a range of utilisations and link capacities. Note that, against our initial expectations, there is in fact no clear connection between the degree of flow dependence and utilisation level. For example the effect of [A-Pois] is (arguably) the greatest for C1-out, and yet for it the utilisation is only 2%, whereas as we already saw, the effect is negligible for
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C3-out, which has ρ = 0.37. To examine this issue further, we now examine the different substreams comprising the link traffics. 4.2. The substreams: splitting and merging The traffic transformations at work in a router are not only the splitting and merging of streams, but also the perturbations in those streams due to the router itself, associated with crossing the switch fabric and queueing in output buffers. We know from [5] that packet delays in the traces studied here are limited to a few milliseconds at most, and are much smaller for the vast majority of packets. At the same time, since the BLPP is a point process that models packet arrivals, without any notion of packet sizes, it should only be applied at time scales above packet service times, which for today’s networks corresponds to time scales larger than 1 ms. Accordingly, we only study the traffic on time scales larger than 5 ms, where we consider that the substreams are not modified by their passage through the router, which acts as a simple linear multiplexer/de-multiplexer. We therefore only study one set of semi-experimental results per substream, corresponding to the packets being timestamped before they enter the router, and do not show the results for the same substreams timestamped as they exit the router (however packets on output traces are, by definition, timestamped when they exit). The results of the semi-experiments for the substreams presented in Table 3 are shown in Fig. 3. The plot organisation matches the traffic matrix presented in Table 2. In general, the comments above for the aggregate streams at each interface hold here. The elimation of all dependencies between flows makes little or no difference in the wavelet spectra. In some cases however, such as BB2-in to C1-out, there are some residual dependencies which would require further investigation to account for in a simple model. The applicability of the model to each substream opens up the possibility of modelling each with a BLPP, of single class or possibly multi-class type. Aggregate input and output traffics, seen as superpositions of these with different parameters in general, can then be modelled as multi-class BLPPs. If a given superposition has a class mix which is sufficiently concentrated, a single-class model could be used to represent it in a less detailed but more compact way. Access to the substreams allows us to gain more insight into the role of utilisation. Consider again the case of C1-out in the second row of Fig. 3. We see that although C4-in to C1-out agrees with the model assumptions extremely well, the other substreams, which have far more packets, agree less well. The final result for C1-out is effectively weighted by packet volume, and is therefore biased away from the closer fit of C4-in to C1-out. On the other hand, the substreams contributing to C3-out all show very high independence between flows, and it is therefore not surprising that C3-out shares the same feature. In each case (each row and column), we see that the degree of independence of the aggregates is controlled by those of the component substreams, with ρ not playing a major part. If however ρ were extremely high, say 90% or more, then queueing would likely be significant, and a breakdown of independence inevitable in most cases. If utilisation (provided it is not extremely high) is not a key determinant, then what is? Clearly flows will become correlated when they are forced to interact in strong ways. This could be as a result of TCP dynamics in a bottleneck, or through traffic shaping. The latter is likely to have played a role in the dependencies observed in C2-in, which carries traffic from Asia on a transpacific link. Bottlenecks for example can occur upstream of links of larger capacity, resulting in low ρ, but strong dependence, downstream. At the same time however, such traffic is being multiplexed with streams from other part of the network, with which they are not correlated. Depending on the relative ‘packet weight’ of each
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sub-stream, the dependencies created at the bottleneck may be sufficiently diluted to allow a BLPP model to apply. This picture is consistent with what we observe in the substream traces extracted here, where the router, although in the core, is nonetheless forwarding packets which come ultimately to and from access networks. The degree of the effect resulting from the [A-Pois] manipulation can in fact be used to measure the degree of flow correlation. Thus, when the model fails, its underlying framework, based on semiexperiments, can nonetheless be used as a detector of generators of correlations such as bottlenecks. Remote detection of flow dependencies could have many applications beyond that of whether a BLPP model should or should not be used.



5. Conclusions In this paper we used a unique dataset obtained from a fully instrumented router and a methodology called semi-experiments to present an extensive validation of the main hypotheses underlying the Bartlett– Lewis point process model for packet arrivals introduced in [3]. Our earlier work, showing that flows can be taken as independent and that flow arrivals can be well modelled as Poisson, was for lightly loaded links. Here we showed, based on the study of more than 1.5 billion IP packets, that flows can be considered as independent entities even on medium loaded links up to 50% of both high and low capacity. Taking advantage of the dense instrumentation, we were able to reconstruct the entire matrix of substreams linking input and output interfaces. We examined each and again found them to be mainly compatible with the model hypotheses. Noting that the Bartlett–Lewis model could be extended into a multi-class version, we thereby explained how the merging and splitting of router substreams can be accounted for in the model context. This amounts to a successful extension of a link model to a node model, which in turn forms the basis of network wide traffic modelling, at least for networks without severe bottlenecks such as the current Internet backbone. This provides a foundation for a modern, realistic alternative to the classical queueing network work based on the independent splitting and merging properties of the Poisson process, which is firmly based empirically, and which takes into account both small and large scale correlations including long-range dependence in a natural way.
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